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INTRODUCTION 
Gravel [ 1] proposed a global methodo logy  for the measurement o f traveller flows. He suggested the 
systematic ompi lat ion o f  l ink counts  and their break-down into various categories (e.g. regional/ 
non-regional). He also suggested to aggregate them on a day-by-day basis, and not  on an origin- 
destination basis as in most  models.  This approach was tested by Urbat ique Inc. under a jo int  man- 
date from the Quebec M.T.C.P. and from the Canadian Office of  Tourism. This resulted in a 
modif ied model  [2] that  we present and solve below. 
1. THE UNCONSTRAINED MODEL 
The direct counts of link flows give the number of 
travellers entering and leaving a given region through each 
link. We will suppose that aU incoming flows for day t 
are aggregated into one global incoming flow e t. This 
flow e t is made up of V t nomregional travellers coming 
into the region and of regional travellers ending a trip of 
0 nights, of I night, etc., outside the region :
e t = V t +dt0v t +... +dt_M,MVt_ M (la) 
where v t is the number of regional travellers leaving the 
region on day t and dtm is the proportion of these which 
will stay m nights outside the region. Similarly, for the 
global outgoing flow s t : 
s t = v t +Dt0V t +... +Dt_M,MVt_M (lb) 
2. THE RECURSIVE SOLUTION OF THE UNCON- 
STRAINED MODEL 
Let us assume that e t and s t have been measured for 
some "historic'period 0 ~ t ~ T; that the proportions 
Dtm and dtm can be estimated from available data. The 
model (1) can be written as : 
V t +dt0v t = e t - dt_l,lVt_ 1 - ... - dt_M,MVt_ M 
Dt0V t +v t = s t -  Dt_l,lVt_l ... Dt_M,MVt_ M 
Let a t and A t denote the right members of these equa- 
tions. Then : 
V t = (a t - dt0At) + (1 - dt0Dt0 ) (2a) 
v t = (A t - Dt0ctt) - ( t -  dt0Dt0 ) (2b) 
3. THE CONSTRAINTS 
We cannot make direct use of the recursive solution (2) 
because it depends on the flows V t and v t of the "pre- 
historic'period -M ~ T ~ -1. Since the model (1) is 
under-determined, we add constraints : 
U t ~V t ~W t and u t ~v  t ~w t (3) 
The bounds Ut, Wt, ut, and w t (0 ~ t ~ T) will be fixed 
by the user, usually through some automatic procedure 
such as the one described in [2]. 
4. MATRIX SOLUTION OF THE CONSTRAINED 
MODEL 
In order to solve the model (1)-(3), we will choose 
"good" prehistoric flows and then apply the recursive 
solution (2). First, we write (1) and (3) in matrix form: 
e= V +~v and s = v +/~/  (4) 
U~V~W andu~v~w (5) 
We decompose v and ~ : v = [Vph v] and ~ = [Sph 6] 
where Vph and v are vectors of lengths M and 1 +T 
respectively, where ~ph is (1 +T) X M, and where 8 is 
a square 1 +T matrix. Similarly for ~/and/~. It can be 
shown [2] that 
V = M-le - M-l~s - M-l~phVph +M-18AphVph (6a) 
v = N -1 s - N -1Ae - N -1AphVph + N -1  A8 ph Vph (6b) 
where M = I - 6A and N = I - AS. In order to choose 
the prehistoric flows, we need only replace the vectors 
V and v in (5) by their values as given by (6), and then 
solve the new inequalities. But, these are equivalent to : 
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Since the prehistoric flows cannot be negative, the sim- 
plex algorithm (with 0 as objective function) will find 
them if any exist. 
5. NUMERICAL TESTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
We tested our model (1)-(3) on real data obtained in 
Quebec region No. 09. We restricted ourselves to the 
automobile mode since data for this mode were already 
available. The proportions were stable from day to day, 
so we added (for this application) astability hypothesis 
which required that the proportions Dtm and dtm be in- 
dependent of  the day t. This hypothesis implies that 
5A = AS, i.e. that M = N. 
Tests were run on the University of Montreal CYBEK 
173 computer on two problems : 
T= 44, M= 35 andT= 62, M= 35. 
The programs contained 2M variables and 4(1+T)  con- 
straints. The numbers of  iterations were 44 and 10 res- 
pectively and the average time of each iteration was 
about 0,2 seconds in each case. No numerical problems 
were observed. 
The model (1)-(3) is a great improvement on Gravel's 
original model [1]. First, our model does not use any 
stability hypothesis as the Gravel's one does. Second, 
Gravel's model is under-determined. Third, Gravel's 
model is intended to be solved by simulation; by using 
the simplex algorithm, we reduce the cost both of com- 
puting a solution and of coUecting data on the propor- 
tions. 
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